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Autoregressive Models for Count and
Point Process
 Normally distributed errors for inference (Sect. 7.2)

 Appropriate for fMRI or EEG data
 Generally not for spike data from single-unit recordings or behavioral

error counts

 Transformations like Box-Cox class – sometimes helpful

 Generalized linear time series models (in this section)

 More proper for describing count or point process series (typically

from single-unit recording)
 The distinction btw “linear” and “nonlinear” models – quite blurry
here (⸪the binary or count-type nature of data – impose restrictions
on how to express the conditional mean of the process)
 The models in Chap. 7: the relation btw previous observations and
some function of the current process mean – still given by a linear
equation, in contrast to models for which the transitions in time
themselves clearly constitute a nonlinear process (Chap. 8 and 9)
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Autoregressive Models for Count and
Point Process
 Assumption: a p-variate time series of spike counts

from in vivo multiple single-unit recordings
 Depending on the choice of bin size: the single-unit counts – either just

binary numbers (as with bin width 5-20 ms for cortical neurons) or larger
counts (as in a (peri-stimulus) time histogram)
 The probability for a spike generated in a small temporal interval
go to 0
as →0 while at the same time the # of such elementary events (i.e., # of
bins) go to ∞  Poisson distributional assumption invoked for
 Poisson AR model:
 Relating the conditional mean of the Poisson process to the previous spike

counts through a generalized linear equation
 The nonlinear logarithmic link function: the (nonnegative) conditional mean
(spike rate) – connected to the spike counts at previous time steps
through the linear transition matrices
 An off set : allow for a defined base rate in the absence of other inputs
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Autoregressive Models for Count and
Point Process
 Poisson AR model:
 𝐀 : time lag dependent functional connectivity matrices among the set of recorded units

to estimate from the data using this model

 To assess functional interactions – a better way than the much more common procedure of computing

pair-wise cross-correlations (⸪the joint estimation of all interaction terms in 𝐀 – may account for some
of the “third-party” effects (i.e., spurious correlations induced in a given pair by common input from
other units))

 Poisson output assumption: also the more appropriate one for spike count data
 As opposed to the Gaussian error terms in standard linear regression models

 The log-likelihood of this model:

(a)
 (without loss of generality) interactions at all time lags m – absorbed into one big

p×(p×M) matrix 𝐀

 Simply concatenate all the 𝐀

& stack the 𝐜

on top of each other to yield (p×M) ×1 column vector

𝐜 = 𝑐 , ,…,𝑐 ,
 Offset 𝐚 – accommodated as usual by a leading 1 in the concatenated vector 𝐜

 All dependencies in time and btw units – assumed to be resolved through the transition

equation 𝐀𝐜  the observation – all conditionally independent given 𝛍
 For maximization: the constant terms log 𝑐 ! drop out
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Autoregressive Models for Count and
Point Process
 The log-likelihood of this model:
 Sums of exponentials on the right-hand side (

’s: exponentials):
optimization problem – only solved numerically (using e.g., gradient
descent)
 Analytical approximation
 For many choices of bin width:

– only small integer numbers (perhaps in

the range of 0,…,3)
 Focusing on a single-unit i
– already estimated for
 Assumption: all regression weights up to ,
that unit
o j=1,…,pM – indexes the elements of concatenation vector as defined
above  runs over both variables and previous time steps
o Definition:
,
 The log-likelihood contribution of the jth term for unit i:
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Autoregressive Models for Count and
Point Process
 The log-likelihood of this model:
 Analytical approximation
 Focusing on a single-unit i
 Taking the derivative w.r.t. 𝑎 :

o Subsitution 𝛽 = 𝑒

: function 𝑑𝑙 ⁄𝑑𝑎 – a max(𝑐 , )th-order polynomial in 𝛽

• All the 𝑐 , 𝑐 , – known (as is 𝑧 by assumption)

o At most two spikes per bin [i.e., max({𝑐 })≤2]: easily solved explicitly for 𝛽 &
𝑎 = log𝛽 through back-substitution
o Counts higher than 2: rare, still subsume them under the 2nd-order term
• Solution only approximative
• Not solve the full system of simultaneous equations in the {𝑎 }
• Instead solve (a) stepwise by including one regressor at a time and fixing 𝑧 from the
previous step
 This works very well & hugely reduces the computational burden of numerical optimization
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for spike count data

Autoregressive Models for Count and
Point Process
 The log-likelihood of this model:
 Another possible way to reduce the problem
– of some functional form, e.g.,
 To assume that coefficients
: the time step associated with entry ij in
 : some globally determined decay constant
 The full regression matrix – reduced to a much smaller set of
coefficients (e.g., one per variable)
 Assumption that regression weights decay exponentially in time  very
reasonable one for a set of interacting neurons (⸪postsynaptic potentials
– usually dropping off exponentially in time)
 Exploiting knowledge about the specific dynamical system at hand 
often able to considerably reduce the estimation problem
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Autoregressive Models for Count and
Point Process
Fig. 7.7 Using Poisson AR model (7.36) with iterative
maximization of (7.38) to check for interactions
(information transfer) among two sparse count processes
(see MATL7_5 for implementational details and
parameters). Top graph shows in blue and red solid the
base rates (priors) of the two processes (with episodes of
only one or both processes increasing their base rate twoor fivefold, respectively), and in blue and red dashed the
conditional modulation at lag 5, i.e., the factor by which
the spiking probability in one process is increased when
having a spike in the other process five time steps earlier.
Center graph gives the information transfer on a sliding
20-time-bin basis as measured by the increase in BIC
based on log-likelihood (7.38) achieved through adding
regressors from the respective other process to model
(7.36) (see MATL7_5 for details). Note that episodes of
conditional modulation > 1 are correctly picked out,
while episodes of mere base rate modulation are largely
ignored (except for some edge effects when the sliding
window extends across regions of different base rate).
Bottom graph gives the estimated time lag on the same
sliding window basis, correctly indicating the five-step lag
among the two processes in one or the other direction,
respectively. MATL7_5
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Autoregressive Models for Count and
Point Process
 A point process model (Pillow et al. (2011))

 Work directly with the series of spike time points
 Rather than discretizing (binning) the spiking process & converting it into a
series of counts
 Formulated directly in terms of spike-based interactions among units
 The spiking probability:
 Commonly expressed in terms of a conditional intensity function
: the spiking intensity (or instantaneous spike rate) of unit i at


time t given the full history of all units’ spike times in the observed set (or of
all units known to affect unit i) at time t
– the cumulated spike count of unit i one time step ahead;

– the spike count at time t
: the probability that unit i emits one

spike within interval as →0, given network spiking history
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Autoregressive Models for Count and
Point Process
 A point process model (Pillow et al. (2011))
 The spiking intensity

the M recorded units:

()

for each neuron i related to the spiking history of

(b)
( )

 Sum – runs over all other units j in the network & across the set {𝑡 , < 𝑡} of their

spike times preceding t
 𝐬 : a stimulus (external) input linearly filtered by 𝐤 𝒊
 𝑏 – sets a baseline rate for that unit
 ℎ : a kind of “postsynaptic potential function” (or kernel) that quantifies the impact of
( )
unit j’s nth spike 𝑡 , on unit i’s instantaneous rate through time

 Poisson probability of generating a spike in that particular bin:

 By multiplying the instantaneous rate (𝜆 ) with sufficiently small bin width ∆𝑡(to

allow for a maximum of one spike)
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Autoregressive Models for Count and
Point Process
 A point process model (Pillow et al. (2011))

 The log-likelihood for this spike-based model:

 Moves across all actual spike times (at which the estimated intensity to be

maximal)
 The integral on the right-hand side – from taking the limit →0
(converting the sum across time bines into an integral)
 The constant log( ) terms – dropped for maximization w.r.t.
={{ 𝒊 },{ },{ }}
 The driving stimulus : generally not observed but inferred from the spiking
activity as well
 (b) – becomes a latent factor model (Sect. 7.5) as a decoding model for
predicting the unknown stimulus from the neural spiking activity
 Employed to assess the functional connectivity and contributions

from neural correlations to stimulus decoding in retinal ganglion cells
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Granger Causality
 The concept of causality
 A central one in the explanatory framework of the natural sciences
 Its role in understanding highly complex nonlinear dynamical systems like

the brain (billions of interacting feedback loops) – not a trivial one

 Working with human subjects where many manipulations affect the

nervous system  lack of the opportunity to interact with the system of
interest in a causal manner by a well-defined experimental manipulation
 In vivo electrophysiological recordings
 Observations from multiple neurons in parallel with the behavior
 Difficult to causally interact with them at the same time, at least at the

temporal and spatial scale required

 The advance of optogenetic techniques  such things now start to become feasible

 A long-standing dream: to determine causal interactions from the mere

observation of a couple of time series processes by themselves
 E.g., among sets of recorded brain areas or neurons
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Granger Causality
 Granger’s idea
 To formalize the concept of causality in terms of predictability
 If X causes Y:
 The current state of X predict something about Y’s future
 But not necessarily vice versa, unless there is a mutual causal interaction

 Key point:
 Directionality (unlike mere correlation which is always mutual)
 Predictability across time

 Granger’s conception of causality
 Quite general and based on conditional probabilities
 Causality from X to Y established if

(c)

 A mathematically precise definition for the intuitive idea of causality

If the conditional probability of observing some outcome 𝐘 is different when predictors
𝐗
are not taken into account  it is reasonable to assume that X exerts some
causal influence on Y.
 X “Granger-causes” Y
 𝐙 - summarized all knowledge about the world at time t about all factors (including X) that
potentially influence Y
: a shortcut for the set {𝐗 , … , 𝐗
}
 𝐔: some nonempty set, & 𝐗
 “𝐙⁄𝐗”: the set 𝐙 of all possible predictors with all those in set 𝐗 removed
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Granger Causality
 Granger’s conception of causality

 Nonlinear situation in definition (c)
 A huge amount of data – required to evaluate (c) with acceptable variance
 Have to retract to linear approximations
 Multivariate (vector) AR models
 m/c implementation for Granger causality
 To test whether the past of X significantly contributes to predicting current
or future values of Y beyond of what could already be predicted by the other
variables in
, including the past of Y itself
 Two VAR models:

One including and the other excluding past values of { } up to the
specified order p
here 
 For notational brevity and clarity: ignore other covariate
could be easily added to the model
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Granger Causality
 Similar framework to the GLM
 Ask
 Whether the residual amount of variance in model (ii) is significantly larger than in the
model (i) or
 Whether 𝐱
accounts for a significant amount of variation in 𝐲 beyond the
variation that can already be explained by 𝐲’s own past, 𝐲
and potentially other
predictors
 Based on common multivariate test statistics (Sect. 2.2) or derived from the

likelihood ratio principle (Sect. 7.2.2)
 Wald-type statistic (for testing a hypothesis of the form
 Assumption (as for the Poisson AR model):
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):

All predictors of model (i) – combined into a single large 𝐾 ×[p×(𝐾 +𝐾 )+1]
coefficient matrix 𝐀, with 𝐾 and 𝐾 the # of variables in 𝐲 and 𝐱 , respectively
The constant vector 𝐚 – accommodated as well
All columns of 𝐀 - concatenated into a single long vector 𝛂

Granger Causality
 Similar framework to the GLM
 Wald-type statistic (for testing a hypothesis of the form
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):

: the full matrix of predictors, : the residual
covariance matrix from the full model (i) & ⊗: the Kronecker product
in this context
: a matrix to pick out exactly those elements from and
related to the hypothesis
 0 everywhere except for those coefficients in that quantify the influence
of
on (the corresponding entries
in only for these)
:
The general form of the
given in [
]: all coefficients related
to
– tested against 0
:
The degree of freedom ( ) – given by the rank of (in turn, determined by
the # of coefficients in set to 0)
:

:

Granger Causality
 Similar framework to the GLM
 F-approximation
,

for testing

 Alternative to the 𝜒 -approximation for 𝜆

 If significant
 conclude that:
 X “Granger-causes” Y or
makes a significant contribution to predicting 𝐘 beyond what is
 (more cautiously) 𝐗
known from 𝐘
already

 The complete set
 Rare access to
 Ex:

in (c)
potentially related to Y  cause trouble

 Not able to rule out that there is a common underlying cause or driver to X and Y, not

included in 𝐙  the spurious impression of a causal relationship btw X and Y
 (in reality) caused by the common variance induced by this driver not represented in the
model
 In particular, differential time lags from the unobserved driver to X and Y such that X
leads Y (or vice versa)

 Care should be taken when interpreting predictability in terms of causality
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Granger Causality

Fig. 7.8 Granger causality among two bivariate sets X and Y evaluated by the Wald-type statistic (7.45) using
AR model (7.44) (left) and by the shared variance (R2) along the maximum eigendirection from CCA (right).
The first two bars in each graph illustrate the scenario where X drives Y with no feedbacks from Y to X (as
clearly indicated by the significant λW resp. R2 value in one but not the other direction), while the second two
bars illustrate a common driver scenario with no interactions among X and Y but both driven by a common
source Z. Although both λW and R2 are strongly reduced in this case, they still achieve significance in both
directions. See MATL7_6 for parameters and implementation
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Granger Causality
 Prediction time lag

 Whether to predict Y one, two, or more steps into the future
 Often only access to X and Y & no other external variables
 Predictions only one step ahead – sufficient  larger forecast steps – will not
add any further information
 If R sets of potential predictors (excluding Y itself) available
 R forecast steps – considered to reveal the full “causal” structure
 ⸪ X may cause Y only indirectly through other variables in
 Might be a causal chain along the R sets such that the impact of variable X
on Y may surface only time steps R later

 Regularization techniques

 When dealing with large variable sets and/or comparatively short

time series
 By regularizing the covariance matrices in solving the regression
model (i) (ii) & adjusting the denominator d.f. accordingly
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Granger Causality
 Canonical correlation analysis (CCA) approach
 One advantage: CCA – a genuine dimensionality reduction
 Only directions in the canonical space associated with the largest eigenvalues kept
 Very useful in the analysis of high-dimensional fMRI time series: of interest to extract
only the most informative directions of “causal interaction” from the large sets of
voxels within each ROI
 Gains in predictability from X to Y, beyond what is already known from

and other predictors
, not just mere correlation  slightly
modified from the conventional CCA procedure along these aims
 Start by regressing out Y’s own past and potentially other confounding
predictors
from , as well as the current value of
 To ensure that the result does not just reflect instantaneous (non-causal) correlations

btw X and Y but really a temporally predictive relationship
 Model formulation:
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Granger Causality
 Canonical correlation analysis (CCA) approach
 Continue to work on the residuals

 run CCA btw the

adjusted sets { }and
 May then proceed by computing any of the common test statistics for the
CCA/GLM framework (Sect. 2.2-2.3)
 Fig. 7.8: compare the CCA-based Granger causality concept with the one derived from

MVAR (closely related within the linear framework)

 Sato et al. (2010) and Wu et al. (2011): CCA-based scheme applied to reveal

“causal brain connectivity maps” from fMRI and EEG data, respectively
 Regularization techniques

 Easily incorporated into the CCA-based model – by replacing all of the involved

covariance matrices through estimators of the form 𝚺 = 𝚺 + 𝜆𝐈 (𝜆 : determined by
any of those techniques in Chap. 4)
 Modified numerator and denominator d.f. in any of the F-type test statistics (Sect. 2.2)
 The contribution of the # of variables p and q on each side of the CCA model to
the d.f. – reduced to effective values given by 𝑑𝑓 𝜆 = tr 𝐗 𝐗 𝐗 + 𝜆𝐈 𝐗
(2.32)
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Granger Causality
 Granger causality – only directly applicable to continuously valued

Gaussian variables like EEG and fMRI measurements
 In case of spike trains

 Need to be preprocessed to give (continuous) spike density estimate (Sect.

5.1.2)  may introduce spurious interaction!!
 Or Granger causality – better directly defined in terms of interacting point
processes
 Generalized linear time series models (in the latter case; Sect. 7.3)
 Granger causality – expressed in terms of the conditional intensity

of a (spiking) point process i, defined in Sect. 7.3

 History – collects the previous spike times of all units which potentially affect unit i

 Formulation:
 Conditional intensity – modeled through a generalized linear model
 𝛾 : a background (spontaneous) spiking rate for unit i
 𝛾 : quantify the impact of units j on unit i through their spike count 𝑅
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𝑡 within
the pth time interval, up to 𝑃 time intervals into the past (the influence of a spike will
decay over time)

Granger Causality
 Generalized linear time series models (in the latter case; Sect. 7.3)
 Bernoulli probability process (with binary outcomes)
– used with
 A discrete time representation for the spike count process
resolution
fine enough to allow only for a maximum of one spike per bin
(but large enough to make computations most efficient under this limitation)
 Data likelihood given parameter :

The total time – split into K intervals of width
– specifies whether a spike has occurred in the kth
interval  having it in the exponent picks out the right probability
(conditional intensity
× bin width ) to maximize for that
interval
 Parameter estimation
 As usual by maximum likelihood: differentiating the log-likelihood for
mathematical convenience and setting to 0 (see Sect. 3.3)
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Granger Causality
 Generalized linear time series models (in the latter case; Sect. 7.3)
 Statistical testing
 Define a reduced and a full model (similar to (i) & (ii))

The reduced = the full except for removal of spike train m from the history 𝐻 𝑡 
like to examine a causal effect on unit i
 The reduced model for testing causality m→i:


Superscript -m: unit m removed from the history and for parameter estimation
 Likelihood ratio test statistic:


To formally test whether unit m has a significant impact on the future fate of neuron i (in
the sense of spike-time prediction)
 d.f. 𝑃 – follow from the fact that we have exactly 𝑃 less parameters in the reduced
compared to the full model (see Sect. 7.2.2)
– only as large as or smaller than 𝐿 𝛄 (⸪the reduced model – less free
 𝐿 𝛄
parameters for fitting the data)  𝜃 ≥ 0
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